Vaccination tracking
When supporting the health and safety of your
workforce, being able to track the status of vaccination
records within the population can make a significant

report on workplace
vaccination status

difference. Sedgwick provides a simple, secure intake
platform to give employers a bird’s-eye view of
vaccination programs and progress.
Prioritize care and keep your workplace running
Sedgwick’s quick-implementation, standard vaccination tracking program includes an intuitive
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question framework that gives employers the opportunity to collect basic details about any
type of vaccination – for COVID-19, flu, hepatitis or others. The intake questionnaire can be
customized for each employer’s objectives, goals and preferences.
By capturing and tracking vaccination responses, you will have a view into the collective
status of your population – who has received a vaccine, who hasn’t, who is in need of
a required second dose, who is not planning to be vaccinated, whose symptoms may
be attributed to a vaccine instead of a virus – as well as an opportunity to care for your
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employees on an individual level and help them through any concerns.

A simple and seamless process
For employees, the process is simple and reassuring. Individuals are guided through a short
vaccine check questionnaire process and encouraged to share the information requested by
their employer. With COVID-19 vaccinations, they also have the ability to upload a photo
of their vaccination passport in a secure environment, with the privacy of their information

prompt communications
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assured thanks to Sedgwick’s industry-leading security standards.
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Based on Sedgwick’s award-winning global intake platform, our
vaccine tracking program has been built within an intuitive, easyto-use, safe cloud-based system. We are committed to protecting
information at the client and individual level while ensuring
authenticated access to data. Whether or not you are a current
Sedgwick client, the implementation of this process is seamless and
can be rapidly enabled.

Protecting what matters most
We understand the value you place on the health, safety and

Delivering valuable benefits
• Simple, web-based intake via a dedicated, personalized URL
• Peace of mind through secure, reliable technology
• Quick and efficient implementation
• Strong customer service capabilities
• Fast cycle and response time
• Customized employee questionnaire
• Multi-lingual capabilities

productivity of your employees and customers. At Sedgwick, caring

• Reports that drill down to the individual level

counts. We are well positioned to assist as you continue your

• Triggered communication options to clients and their employees

COVID-19 response and address future public health challenges.
Our vaccine tracking system can prompt communication to help
notify employees of next steps and to offer support.

Our vaccination tracking solution can work for any industry, but
could be especially impactful for those in healthcare, retail, travel,
education and others serving in a frontline capacity.

Are you looking for customization? We can work with you through
implementation to ensure the tracking questionnaire is an extension
of your culture and voice. Add or adapt specific questions connected
to your workplace and preferences. Are you introducing an incentive

Vaccination tracking is available a la carte or combined with our

program to encourage employees to receive a vaccination? We can

other back to business services. To learn more, contact your

tailor the questionnaire to validate participation checkpoints.

Sedgwick representative or connect with us:
P. 844.997.1892
E . backtobusiness@sedgwick.com
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